Introduction

Data grouping
Both in research and in everyday life there is a problem of a huge amount of information describing some issue or some subject. Usually in the real life a man can easily extract the interesting features about, for example, a shape or a size of the observed object, but unfortunately in scientific research and engineering calculations the situation is much worse. At this moment in the literature [5, 6, 7, 8] there are not any description of general algorithms capable for recognizing an objects and groups, but commonly used methods for grouping and recognition are designed for specific cases.
Among some specific cases there are ones that are described in thousands or even millions of features (compared to a man who is able to imagine and to recognize an object in space of one, two and three features, these are really big numbers). The main purpose of the proposed algorithms is separating the groups of objects in the best possible way. In general, the correct (optimal) separation of the data should have the following characteristics [7] :
• Homogeneity in groups -this property indicates that all data included in one group should be as similar as possible to each other;
• Heterogeneity between groups -this property indicates that the data classified into different groups should be as different as possible from each other.
Measures of similarity between the data
Vectors of features describing the characteristics of an object are usually presented in numerical form, so it is difficult to determine which data are similar to each other and which data are different. The most common mechanism that helps in such classification is the distance between objects [3] . Graphically, this value can be interpreted as a measurable distance between two objects (represented by the vector of features) or geometric centres of already classified groups. In other words, the object A is more similar to object to the object B than to C, if | AB | < | AC There are many interpretations and methods of calculating the distance between objects, the most popular is the Euclidean distance which is intuitive for most people. Its graphical interpretation is a straight line passing through the centres of two objects or geometric centres of groups of objects. Euclidean distance between two points (X d and V i ) represented by vectors of features can be write as:
The distance (3) is a generalization of the Minkowski metric expressed by the formula:
Depending on the value of the r parameter, we can obtain various measures of distance (e.g. for r = 1 we obtain
Manhattan known as the "City measure")
2 Data grouping algorithms
HCM algorithm
HCM algorithm (Hard c-means) in its classic edition is used to group large amounts of data into clusters, it is characterized by the following features [2] .
• Each data represented by vector of features is classified to only one cluster;
• The number of clusters is a priori information known before algorithm starts and its value is as follows:
where c is the number of clusters and P is a number of all vectors of features representing the data.
Key features of the HCM algorithm are:
• The sum of the elements belonging to all clusters is equal to the sum of all data;
• Clusters do not overlap each other;
• No cluster can be empty, and none can contain all the data.
Membership of the data in clusters is defined by the U matrix. The U matrix consists of only ones and zeros which means that current data belongs to (1) or does not belong (0) to a particular cluster. 
It can be notice that the sum of the values in each column is always one, which means that any given data was qualified and that one data was qualified only to one cluster. Ones appearing on the same line means that the data were classified into the same cluster.
HCM algorithm can be divided into four stages:
1. Initialization of the algorithm; 
FCM algorithm
FCM algorithm (Fuzzy c-Means) is the most popular clustering algorithm based on the fuzzy logic. Mechanisms of classification in the algorithm allow to classify one object to more than one group with varying degrees of belonging to them [1, 4, 5] . A characteristic feature of the algorithm is that the shape of each group is the same, dependent on the norm which should be assumed in advance. The algorithm is derived by minimizing the criterion:
Where the U is a matrix of the distribution of a set and V matrix represents the means of groups that should be determined by the algorithm. 
FCM algorithm can be divided into the following steps:
1. Initiating random matrix belonging:
where:
2. Calculation of groups centres according to the formula:
where: 
Values close to one will provides the results very similar to those obtained by using crisp classification algorithms and when the parameter m becomes too large it will cause the degrees of the objects belonging to different clusters will adopt values close to the inverse of their number. In practice, the most commonly used value of m parameter is 2.
kNN algorithm
kNN algorithm (k-Nearest Neighbours) is the most common grouping algorithm of data sets based on statistical image analysis [1, 8] . The main goal of the algorithm is that similar problems are solved in a similar way, which means that the classification of the new object is done by comparing its position in the feature space with other objects which are already classified. The big advantage of the algorithm is the simplicity of its implementation, which is in fact the implementation of algorithm suitable for measuring distances between objects in the feature space and decisions about the value of the parameter k -the amount of reference objects on which the classification is made.
Proper selection of the parameter k can be decisive in the identification of the object. If k = 1 a new object is classified as its nearest neighbour, which is optimal only when the vector of features of the objects uniquely determines its location (separation relative to each other) in the feature space. When k >> 1 then the computational complexity may be increased to the extent that the algorithm will be inefficient. 3 The measurement data
Preparation of the input images
As the input data the images obtained with use of high speed CCD camera was used. Obtained images showed installation pipe, during a flow of gas and liquid mixture. 
Choose of image features
In order to further identification 10 features for each of the input images was chosen:
1. The average value of the input image brightness;
2. The average value of the averaged image brightness;
3. The variance of the input image brightness;
4. The variance of the averaged image brightness;
Entropy of the input image;
6. Entropy of the average image; The main criterion for describing the quality (correctness), during the studies was the accuracy of the classifier or the rate at which it correctly classified the class and not classified correctly wrong class. The formula for the accuracy of the classifier for each class are:
kNN algorithm results
kNN confusion matrix is as follows:
Tab. 3: kNN confusion matrix Sum T P T N F P F N  Accuracy  50  50 224  26  0 0,913333333  50  30 246  4  20  0,92  50  45 224  26  5 0,896666667  50  42 239  11  8 0,936666667  50  13 248  2  37  0,87  50  50 249  1  0 0,996666667 Grouping objects using kNN classifier was held on a sample of 300 objects, divided into six equal classes. As it can be seen the accuracy of the kNN algorithm is very high and repetitive for all 6 classes. It can be concluded that kNN classification algorithm produces results most similar to those obtained from an expert, because the classification is guided by the distance between objects, the most natural feature of the classification also for the expert.
HCM results
HCM confusion matrix is as follows: Grouping objects with HCM classifier was held on a sample of 600 objects, divided into six equal classes. As it can be seen after analyzing the results, the accuracy of classification of objects is still high (between 68% and even 96%), unfortunately, high accuracy is mainly due to TN classes. The results of the HCM algorithm, we see that for four of the six classes of correct detection of objects is very low, respectively:
1. class 20 -correctly detected only one object belonging to this class of object;
2. class 21 -correctly detected only nine objects belonging to this class of object;
3. class 30 -no correct objects detected;
4. class 31 -correctly detected only fifteen objects belonging to this class of object;
So poor correct grouping of frames results can be ex- 
